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BY SHIH CHAN-CHUN
.

(Deputy-leader of the Joint Sino-Soviet Mountaineering Group)

adventure began in January, 1956, when the Soviet trade
unions proposed to the All-China Federation of Trade Unions
that they should sponsor a joint attempt on the hithertounconquered Muztagh Ata 'Father of Icy Mountains' a 24,757-ft.
peak 1 in the Pamirs. Chinese unions, like those of the U .S.S.R., do
a great deal in organising and promoting of workers' sports activities,
but mountaineering had not hitherto figured on our list. We encountered many difficulties in the preparatory work, for we had no experienced climbers, and we knew that Muztagh Ata had defeated two
world-famed ones Sven Hedin of Sweden in 1894, and the British
climber Eric Shipton,2 who got to something under 2,ooo ft. of the
summit in 1947.
Nevertheless, we found it easy to get volunteers in various factories
and other enterprises. After five months' preliminary work on Chinese
hills, our selected group of men finally reached the Caucasus and started
to train with the Soviet climbers on the 18,480 ft. Mount Elbrus. We
found them brimming with confidence and encouragement. This
gave us fresh heart.
Our training around Elbrus a favourite resort for Soviet mountaineers was rigorous. This was our first experience with rock,
snow, ice and other hazards requiring real mountaineering skill. Only
two of the Chinese group had ever before climbed higher than 2o,ooo ft.
The rest were novices, coming from all sorts of trades and professionsa forestry worker, a works fireman, a railwayman, an office worker·one of our interpreters, a photographer, and some colleagues of mine
from the physical training departments of the All-China Federation
of Trade Unions.
·
Victory over a mountain is a collective thing in which each man's
bravery and will to succeed has its part. But we owe a great deal to
the help, encouragement and leadership of the Soviet worker-climbers
-particularly E. A. Beletsky, who headed our joint team. He is a
49-year-old Leningrad lathe operator who has scaled more peaks in
the Soviet Pamirs than any other mountaineer.
UR

24,388 ft., according to the Survey of India.
2 He was accompanied by H. W. Tilman.
Shipton's opinion was that
when they turned back they ' can only have been a very few feet below the
highest point'. A.J. s6. 326.
1
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FINAL PREPARATIONS
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On June 30, aeroplane, train and, finally, truck brought us from our
training base to the Sino-Soviet border. Our eight tons of food and
equipment were carried by camel-train to our Base Camp, where we
arrived on July 5· This was at 13,320 ft., near the border between
the Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region of China, and the Soviet
Union. The Kirghiz herdsmen had learned of our arrival from
the local people's government. Their welcome was full of friendly
warmth, though they marvelled at the idea of our reaching the top of
Muztagh Ata a thing they had never regarded as possible. Local
folk-lore says there is a blue lake on the highest peak, surrounded by a
green meadow whose grass, continually cropped by a white camel,
instantly springs up again. The mountain seems so pure, so unchanging, that generations of young lovers have used it as the symbol of
their constancy.
An additional six tons of food arrived at our supply base from inside
China. This included fodder for the pack-animals which were to
carry our equipment up the lower slopes. Most of our gea.r ice-axes,
waterproof and woollen clothing, boots, snow-goggles, tents, radios,
medical and other supplies was provided by the Soviet trade unions.
Maps of the area either have blank spaces around this part of the
Pamirs, or are incorrect, for the mountains have never been properly
surveyed. In planning our route, we made use of excellent aerial
photographs taken while we were still in training. Very useful, too,
were the accounts published by the Swedish and British climbers.
We chose the same way both of them had taken between two glaciers
on the western side, where the slope is the easiest to negotiate.
After a short rest, we proceeded to set up camps on the mountain
itself. It took four days to establish the first three at 14,764 ft.,
18,044 ft. and 20,341 ft., respectively. Then, when
we
had
had
.
another spell of rest we set up Camp IV, at 22,309 ft. Each climber
spent one or more nights at these camps, to get accustomed to the
conditions. We discussed our experiences, checked up on health and
physical fitness, decided which men should climb together, and worked
out the detailed plans for the final assault. All of us were cheered
at this time by the stream of letters, telegrams and radio messages that
reached us from trade unions, workers' sports associations, factories,
mines and offices all over China, wishing us success.
FIRST THREE DAYS

On July 26 we began our attack on the peak. The first two days were
not difficult, for the lower part of the approach is fairly gradual. On
this stretch, our packs and equipment were mainly carried by yaks,
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driven by cheerful Kirghiz herdsmen. By the end of the second day
we had reached Camp I. Here the yaks were sent back, for they could
not stand the altitude. Their eyes were beginning to bulge and their
mouths to be flecked with foam. Before settling down for the night
we made a ca.reful check of ropes, axes, boots and other equipment.
The next day July 28 we were to cross the most difficult part of
the mountain, the sleet area between 18,044 ft. and 20,341 ft. Thirtyone men made up the team for the final assault. I climbed in a
group of four led by A. V. Sevostyanov, a tall 28-year-old Soviet
engineer whom everyone called Tolya. The other two were short,
wiry Dr. Potapov and Liu Lienman, a fireman in a Harbin factory,
who was only 23 years old.
Although we had covered this part of the route twice before, the
going was hard. There were many cracks in the ice which were
hidden by layers of snow and sleet. Now linked together on the nylon
rope, we had to cross slippery ledges only a foot wide and scramble
up steep faces of 45 ° and over. We began to feel the altitude. Our
packs, weighing from 55 to 66 lb., became leaden. Pulses quickened.
We felt dizzy and weak. Noses began to bleed and some of our men
began to feel nausea. By the end of the day my own world had
narrowed to the bare effort of lifting one foot and then another. It
was costing me all my will-power to keep going.
That night all the other Chinese members of the expedition crowded
into the four-man tent shared by my group. We had a talk before
trying to sleep. Nobody was feeling normal or well, but each man
promised that as long as he remained conscious he vvould keep going.
We had maintained contact with the Base Camp by radio. I was the
operator, and transmitted a daily report, as usual, on the weather conditions, the difficulties we encountered and the physical condition of
each member. By the next day the wind and static made radio communication impossible, so it was discontinued.
While we talked Tolya sat in his sleeping bag, continuing a long letter
to his wife. Every morning before we put on our rucksacks he would
weigh them in his hand, one after another, and redistribute the weight
if one seemed heavier than the rest.
IN THE SNOWS

The next day, July 29, we fitted crampons on to our boots, as we were
now in the loose snow area. From now on our main difficulties were
the fatigue of wading through knee-deep snow, resisting the intense
cold, and the thinness of the air. Peng Suli, our lanky interpreter,
was really ill. To cheer him up, I reminded him: 'Everybody's
proud of your example, Sparerib. Keep it up! You encourage all
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of us by carrying so much, even though you are the thinnest ! , And
keep it up he did, helping to pitch the tents and do the cooking that
night when we camped.
By the fifth morning, July 30, I had begun to hate the very sound
of the words, 'Get up!', whether spoken in Chinese or Russian. It
was agony to drag oneself out of the warmth and start packing. Every
morning we had to wrestle with the tents, frozen stiff during the nights.
Scarcely one of us had slept well. and the very sight of food was nauseating. Dr. Potapov was suffering from mountain-sickness himself,
but he handed out our vitamin pills as usual and when he saw we could
not eat he produced some apples from his pack, gave them a rub to
make them shine, and handed them to us with a twinkle in his eye.
By this time I could not even stomach apples, and got through the
day by chewing some scraps of ginseng the famous tonic root which
was one of the local medicines we had brought with us.
The other Chinese climbers could not eat either. The Soviet
climbers, more accustomed to high altitudes, managed to consume some
chocolate and biscuits. The fifth night taxed our spirits to the uttermost. We panted for breath even as we lay in our sacks, and tried in
vain to keep warm as the temperature dropped to 30 below zero (Centigrade). Hardly anyone slept, though some of us had taken pills to
help us.
But on the morning of July 31 we rose with excitement in our hearts,
for we were only 1,135 ft. from the summit and today we could leave
our heavy packs behind.
FINAL ASSAULT

Wind blew over the top of the mountain, hurling the stinging snow
right into our faces. We had to keep our heads averted. I have
never in my life experienced such intense cold. A deadly numbness
kept overtaking me, and some of our men told me later that they almost
lost consciousness for seconds at a time. Up and up we plodded,
stopping to pant for breath after every third or fourth pace, and as we
crept up each successive ridge I told myself it must, it must be the la~t.
It took our group half an hour to make the final 164 ft.
As I stood at last on the summit, its rocks swept bare of snow by the
wind, a sense of intense pride and relief tingled through me. Below
us was a sea of white clouds, pierced through by the sparkling white
peaks of lesser mountains. Above was the clear sky. I felt as if I
could reach up my hand and touch the sun!
By two o'clock in the afternoon, five hours after the start, every
member of the party had reached the top. We had made mountaineering history. Never before had such a large group 31 men all
told set foot together on an unc]imbed peak, at their first attempt, and
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all in safety. There was not a single injured limb, not a single case of
frost-bite.
The Chinese and Soviet flags, symbol of the brotherhood between
our two countries, were set together on the summit. We leaders of
the expedition signed a document giving the details and date of our
ascent, which was put in a tin and buried under a cairn. After the
photographers had taken pictures to their hearts' content, we left.
Stopping at Camp V only to gather up our equipment, we descended
rapidly to Camp Ill, for it would have been impossible to spend a
second night at such an altitude, and there was a threat of a sudden
change in the weather. By August I we were back at Camp I. There
we found a delegation of the local Kirghiz herdsmen who had climbed
to greet us, bringing fresh milk with them.
•
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